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ABSTRACT: In these studies, sodium persulfate was activated by atmospheric pressure non-

-

persulfate is examined, and the possible degradation reaction pathways and mechanisms are 
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

-
mal husbandry, aquaculture, and agriculture.1 It is also one of most frequently detected 

2 Conventional methods applied in 

antibiotic residues in natural water are potentially harmful to the environment and hu-
man health.3 

ways to remove antibiotic drugs from wastewater.

based on adsorption,4–6 photocatalysis,7–9 electrochemistry,10,11 biodegradation,12–14 and 
the Fenton reaction.15–17 -
grade in conventional wastewater treatment processes, alternative methods such as ad-

18,19

has attracted increasing attention for its broad research and application prospects.20,21 
For example, researchers have used arc discharge plasma to degrade acetaminophen,22 

and they have used non-thermal plasma to degrade crystal violet.23 Meanwhile, DBD 
-

ter treatment.24 According to the reports, the researchers used DBD plasma to degrade 
toxic 2,4-dichlorophenol25 and developed a novel coaxial DBD reactor to degrade 
aniline in aqueous solution.26 Recently, our group also applied DBD to degrade nor-
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hydroxyl radicals.27

Persulfate is often applied in advanced oxidation technology that generally needs 
to be activated by some means, such as ultraviolet (UV) light, iron, or heat. For exam-
ple, pyrite and heat can be used to activate persulfate to degrade ethyl thiocarbamate28 
and benzoic acid.29 Other researchers used UV light to activate persulfate to degrade 
naphthenic acid compounds in aqueous solutions.30 Plasma can produce many active 
substances, such as UV,•OH,•O and hydrated electron.31,32 Therefore, some researchers 
also employed plasma to activate persulfate to degrade organic substances, such as acid 
orange 7 (AO7)33 and crystal violet.34

-

-
anisms for the involved degradation reactions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental Materials

Co., Ltd. Sodium persulfate (analytical grade), methanol (analytical grade), ethanol (an-
alytical grade), acetonitrile (chromatographic grade), phosphoric acid (analytical grade), 
and formic acid (chromatographic grade) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical 
Reagent Co.  Ltd., China. Gases such as argon (Ar), nitrogen (N2), and oxygen (O2) are 
supplied by Hefei Lanye Medical Oxygen Company (Hefei, China), and the purity of all 

ultra-quiet air pump for generating air was supplied by Guangdong Haili Group Co., 
Ltd. All other chemicals in the experiment were of analytical grade and could be used 

ultrapure water.

B. DBD Experimental Setup

Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of our plasma experimental setup, which was 

reactor were made of stainless steel, and the reactor made of quartz dish was placed in 

plate and the surface of the solution was approximately 5 mm. During the discharge, the 
lower plate was grounded and the upper plate was connected to a high-frequency AC 
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C. Experimental Methods

1. Preparation and Treatment of Solution Samples

-
pure water (resistivity of about 18.25 M -
tion was 200 mg/L, and the concentration gradient of sodium persulfate was 0.05, 0.1, 

-

(200 mg/L) at 1:1 volume ratio. Four mL of the mixture was loaded into a quartz dish re-

2. HPLC Analysis

After the DBD treatment, the samples were analyzed by high performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC, Shimadzu, Japan), which was equipped with a UV detector and an 
InertSustain C18 column (5 m, 4.6  250 mm). The mobile phase was a 20:80 (v/v) so-

3. HPLC-MS Analysis

analyzed by HPLC-MS (LTQ Orbitrap XL, 
a C18 column (250 mm  4.6 mm; 5 μm). The electrospray ion source uses a positive 

FIG. 1: 
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-

III. RESULTS AND DICUSSION

A.  Effect of Different Treatment Methods on the Degradation Rate  

-

-
ment. However, when air DBD was applied with 0.025 mol/L sodium persulfate in the 

B.  Effect of Different Discharge Gases on the Degradation Rate  

-
out adding sodium persulfate, argon DBD showed the highest degradation rate, and in 

other gas discharges. Keeping the same discharge conditions while adding 0.025 mol/L 

FIG. 2:
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sodium persulfate alone did not contribute to the degradation (as shown previously in 

the following experiments, we focused on the oxygen DBD treatment and discussed its 

C.  Effect of Persulfate Concentration on the Degradation Rate  

-
centration of sodium persulfate. The initial concentration of sodium persulfate was 0.025 
mol/L. As the persulfate concentration was increased, the degradation rate increased ac-

-
dium persulfate. But when the concentration of sodium persulfate was higher than 0.2 

sodium persulfate concentration. A possible reason for this phenomenon is that, on the 
one hand, increasing the concentration of sodium persulfate can promote the production 
of various active free radicals. On the other hand, the probability of free radical recom-
bination rate in the reaction also increases under the condition of high concentration of 
free radicals, thus causing the quenching reaction between the free radicals.35 Therefore, 
excessively increasing the concentration of sodium persulfate could not promote the 

FIG. 3: 
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of treatment. In this case, we recommend adding sodium persulfate with concentration 
less than 0.2 mol/L, which may also prevent secondary contamination in the treatment.33

D. Mechanism of Degradation and Possible Degradation Process

electrons, ultraviolet radiation, hydroxyl radicals and other oxygen reactive species.31,32 
-

ger oxidant through the following reactions:35,36

 S2O8
2  SO4 4

 SO4 + SO4
2  

 SO4 2 + SO4

FIG. 4: -
dium persulfate

DBDP
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In our experiments, the treatment time was relatively short (the longest treatment 
37 

-
fate radicals can also react with water to form hydroxyl radicals, and hydroxyl radicals 

the main active substances in acidic environments, so both hydroxyl and sulfate radi-
cals participate in the reactions in a neutral environment.38 Because our experiment was 
carried out in an acidic environment, the main active species contributing to the reac-
tion was sulfate radicals. For the degradation by oxygen DBD, which showed the best 
treatment, this could be due to the fact that some active substances, such as O3 and O•, 
were produced in the reaction of oxygen discharge. The presence of these substances 
might further promote the activation of sodium persulfate.39,40 SO4 • can react more 

or aromatic  bonds.41 In addition, SO4 • has a longer lifetime in the water than •OH, 
which can continuously oxidize more organic substances in water.42 Considering these 
factors, we expect that the addition of persulfate during oxygen discharge could thus 

27,43 To in-
vestigate the degradation pathways, mass spectrometry was used to analyze the process 
of possible degradation reactions. Figure 5 shows the mass spectra of degradation rate 

(a)

FIG. 5.
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the mass spectra and information acquired from previous studies.

obtained from our experiments using DBD alone and DBD plus persulfate, respectively. 

FIG. 5: 

 (b)

 (c)
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Notably, both treatments (DBD alone and DBD plus persulfate) in our experiments 
 product 

denoted as D2 and P3 in Fig. 6a and b, respectively.44

detected; but because the signals are not very strong, we may neglect some pathways in 
the analysis. In the following discussion, we only emphasize the most evident degrada-
tion pathways, but not excluding other possible pathways as reported in the literature.

Figure 6a shows the possible degradation pathways for the DBD treatment alone. 

hydroxyl radicals by plasma. From the product analysis, we can verify three paths of 

45

44,46

Figure 6b shows the possible degradation pathways under the conditions of com-

to the generation of ozone, hydroxyl radicals, and sulfate radicals. From the product 

FIG. 6.

(a)
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27 This 

47 Path II: the piperazine 

48,49 

To be noted, the oxidation mechanisms of SO4

4
electron transfer reaction, whereas the •OH oxidation reaction goes through two pro-
cesses of hydrogen atom extraction and electron transfer reaction.38 

-
tributed to the fragmentation of piperazine groups by hydroxyl radicals.27 

(b)

FIG. 6:
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IV. CONCLUSION

-

radicals play the critical role. As such, we have demonstrated that combining plasma and 

pharmaceutical wastewater treatment.
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